Effects of body turn on postural sway during symmetrical and asymmetrical standing.
Body sway has usually been studied during symmetrical standing while lower limbs equally contributed in upright posture. The present study aimed to examine the dynamics of body sway while turning during standing with symmetrical and asymmetrical weight distribution between the legs. Subjects performed a body turn of 30° to the right and left during quiet standing and standing with the right or left foot loaded with 70% of body weight. We found that body turn in the symmetrical posture induced weight increase on the foot contralateral to the turning direction and the common center of pressure (COP) velocity increase. Body turn in the asymmetrical posture induced further loading of the foot that was initially overloaded; also turning in the direction of the unloaded foot affects weight distribution more than turning in the direction of the overloaded foot. The posture transition from symmetrical to asymmetrical induced the common COP velocity increase and forward protraction of the unloaded foot COP. Turning in the asymmetrical posture produced further increase of the common COP velocity and further forward protraction of the unloaded foot COP. Moreover, when the left leg was unloaded this resulted not only in left leg's COP forward, but also in left leg's COP lateral protraction, and left leg's COP frontal velocity increase. These findings reveal that body position and weight distribution between the feet interact to stabilize upright posture and show the effect of footedness during turning in asymmetrical standing.